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          Klein 10-Fold 10-in-1 Screwdriver/Nut Driver

          The patented new 10-Fold Screwdriver is a compact version of Klein's popular 10-in-1 in a convenient..
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          Klein 10-in-1 Screwdriver/Nut Driver

          Features:

	
		5/16-Inch and-1/4-Inch nut drivers, no.1 and no.2 Phillips, 1/4-Inch and 3/16-Inch sl..
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          Klein 12098 8" Universal Side-Cutting Pliers Connector Crimping

          Features:

	
		 Crimping die behind hinge for superior leverage crimping non-insulated conne..
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          Klein 12098-INS Insulated Universal Side-Cutting Pliers Crimping 

          Features:

	
		 Individually tested to exceed standards
	
		 Crimping die behind hing..
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          Klein 32288 8 in 1 Insulated Interchangeable Screwdriver Set

          Klein Tools 32288 8 in 1 Insulated Interchangeable Screwdriver Set Klein Tools, Inc. represents..
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          Klein 5190 10-Pocket Tool Pouch

           

	Features

	
		Leather construction.
	
		Versatile pouch favored by many telephone in..
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          Klein 63045 32" Standard Cable Cutter

           

	Klein Tools 63045 32" Standard Cable Cutter 

	 

	Klein Tools, Inc. r..
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          Klein 64306 Grizzly Bar

           

	Klein Tools 64306 Grizzly Bar

	 

	Klein Tools, Inc. represents much more than Klein ..
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          Klein 7 Piece Screwdriver Set w/Pouch

          Features:

	
		Cushion-Grip handle allows for greater torque and comfort.
	
		Patented Tip-Iden..
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          Klein 7 Piece Screwdriver Set w/Pouch

          From Klein Tools, the 7-Piece Screwdriver set has professional extra-quality features that have made..
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          Klein 85075 5-Piece Cushion-Grip Screwdriver Set

          Features: 

	General-purpose selection of the most frequently used screwdrivers 
	Inclu..
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          Klein LBL100 Laser Level Magnetic 

           Klein Tools LBL100 Laser Level with Level Bubble Vials Magnetic  Klein Tools, Inc. r..
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          Klein 32476 5-in-1 Screwdriver/Nut Driver

           

	Klein 32476 Specifications:

	
		  Contains: 5/16" nut driver, #1 and #2 Phillips..
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          Klein 32500 11-in-1 Screwdriver/Nut Driver

          Specifications:


	Description: 11-in-1 Screwdriver/Nut Driver


 

Includes:


	3/8..
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          Klein 32510 Magnetic Screwdriver with 32-Piece Tamperproof Bit Set

          Includes:

	
		  Includes complete tamperproof bit set in block. 
	
		  TORX bit..
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          Klein 5167 11-Pocket Tool Pouch

           

	Klein 5167 Specifications:

	
		  Belt Connection: slotted 
	
		  Bel..
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          Klein 600-1 1/4" Keystone-Tip Screwdriver 1-1/2" Round-Shank

           

	Klein 600-1 Specifications:

	
		  Overall Length: 3-7/16"
	
		  Shank Lengt..
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          Klein 603-1 Number 2 Phillips-Tip Screwdriver 1-1/2" Round-Shank

           

	Klein 603-1 Specifications:

	
		  Overall Length: 3-7/16"
	
		  Point Size:..
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          Klein  #6 Canvas Wide-Opening Straight-Wall Bucket

          Features:

	
		Polypropylene-rope handle reinforced with leather for water resistance and strengt..
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          Klein  66177 Cold Chisels Long-Length

           

	Klein Tools 66177 Cold Chisels - Long-Length

	 

	Klein Tools, Inc. represents ..
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          Klein 1/8 inch Cabinet Tip Screwdriver 10-inch Shank

          Klein 1/8 inch Cabinet Tip Screwdriver 10-inch Shank Specifications:
Small-diameter shank for use i..
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          Klein 1/8 inch Cabinet Tip Screwdriver 8-inch Shank

          Klein 1/8 inch Cabinet Tip Screwdriver 8-inch Shank Specifications:
Small-diameter shank for use in..
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          Klein 12" Screwdriver Cushion-Grip HD Round-Shank Keystone

           

	Klein 602-12 Specifications:

	
		  Overall Length : 17-7/16"
	
		  Shank Le..
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          Klein 16 in. Canvas Tool Bag

          Description:

	The Klein Tools 16 in. Canvas Tool Bag has durable 1-piece construction. The bottom..
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        [image: Klein 1604-10 Haven's® Cable Grip 0.25-Inch Capacity]
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          Klein 1604-10 Haven's® Cable Grip 0.25-Inch Capacity

          Klein Tools' 1604 Series Messenger and Guy Strand Haven's® Grips are designed for use when a light, ..
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        [image: Klein 1604-20 Haven's® Cable Grip 0.5-Inch Capacity]
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          Klein 1604-20 Haven's® Cable Grip 0.5-Inch Capacity

           
Klein 1604-20 Specifications:

  Maximum Cable: steel strand .50"
  Maximum Saf..
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          Klein 1604-20L Haven's® Grip with Swing Latch

            Klein 1604-20L Features:

Designed for use when a light, compact grip is desired and where ..
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          Klein 1613-40H Chicago Grip with Latch 0.37-Inch Cable

          Klein Tools 161340H Chicago Grip - with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors Features: 

	Hot-l..
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          Klein 161340  Grip for High Strength Cables 0.37-Inch

           Features: 

	A family of grips for cable sizes from .12" (3.10 mm) to 1.0" (25.4 mm)&nb..
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          Klein 162816 Chicago Grip High-Strength Cables Guy Strand/Conductors

          Klein Tools 162816 Chicago Grip - for Extra-High-Strength Cables, Messenger, Guy Strand and Conducto..
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          Klein 162816AT Chicago Grip Bell-System Type Grip

          Klein Tools 162816AT Chicago Grip - Bell-System Type Grip Features: 

	162816AT is identical ..
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          Klein 1656-30 Chicago Grip for Bare ACSR- Aluminum-Copper Cables

          Klein Tools 165630 Chicago Grip for Bare ACSR, Aluminum, and Stranded-Copper Cables Features: 
..
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          Klein 165620 Chicago Grip Bare ACSR Aluminum/ Stranded-Copper Cable

           
Klein Tools 165620 Chicago Grip for Bare ACSR, Aluminum and Stranded-Copper Cables Features:..
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          Klein 165620H Chicago Grip with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors

           

	Klein Tools 165620H Chicago Grip - with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors Features: ..
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          Klein 165630H Chicago Grip with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors

          Klein Tools 165630H Chicago Grip - with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors Features: 

	Hot-l..
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          Klein 165640 Chicago Grip for Bare Wire 0.5 to 0.7-Inch

          Round, smooth inside jaw contour on this series of grips is ideal for bare ACSR, aluminum, and stran..
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          Klein 165640H Chicago Grip with Latch 0.74-Inch Capacity

          Features: 

	Hot-line grips for both bare and insulated conductors 
	Grip may be placed..
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          Klein 165650 Chicago Grip for Bare ACSR-Aluminum-Copper Cables

          Klein Tools 165650 Chicago Grip for Bare ACSR, Aluminum, and Stranded-Copper Cables Features: 
..
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          Klein 165650H Chicago Grip with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors

          Klein Tools 165650H Chicago Grip - with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors Features: 

	Hot-l..
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          Klein 165940 Chicago Grip for PVC-Covered Conductors

          Klein Tools 165940 Chicago Grip - for PVC-Covered Conductors Features: 

	Serpentine jaws are..
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          Klein 16595AT Chicago Grip Type B Strand Puller

          Klein Tools 16595AT Chicago Grip - "Type B" Strand Puller Features: 

	Similar to Bell-System..
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          Klein 16845H Chicago Grip with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors

          Klein Tools 16845H Chicago Grip - with Hot-Line Latch for Bare Conductors Features: 

	Hot-li..
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          Klein 168474 Chicago Grip Curved-Jaw Grip for EHS Cable

          Klein Tools 168474 Chicago Grip - Curved-Jaw Grip for EHS Cable Features: 

	When pulling EHS..
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          Klein 168520 Parallel-Jaw Grip

           

	Klein Tools 168520 Parallel-Jaw Grip 

	 

	Klein Tools 168520 Parallel-Jaw..
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          Klein 168531 Parallel-Jaw Grip

          Klein Tools 168531 Parallel-Jaw Grip Features: 

	
		 Lightweight, compact grips pull a..
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          Klein 16925AT Chicago Grip Bell-System Type Grip

           
Klein Tools 16925AT Chicago Grip - Bell-System Type Grip Features: 

	
		 Equip..
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          Klein 180230 Block and Tackle

          Klein Tools, Inc. represents much more than Klein pliers. The company's product line has broadened t..
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          Klein 1972G Snap-On Gaff Guard

          Features: 

	
		 Coil-spring, plastic coated guard quickly snaps onto pole climbers.&nb..
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          Klein 201-7CST Ironworker's Work Pliers

          Features:

	• Twists and cuts soft annealed rebar tie wire

	• Hook bend handle

	• Spring-loa..
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          Klein 2012 Swivel Snap Hook

           

	Klein Tools 2012 Swivel Snap Hook

	 

	Klein Tools, Inc. represents much more t..
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      Klein Tools offers a comprehensive range of premium-quality tools and accessories, primarily catering to electricians and tradespeople. With over 160 years of expertise, Klein Tools is renowned for its durable, reliable, and innovative products, which include pliers, screwdrivers, wire strippers, and a variety of electrical testing equipment. Each tool is meticulously crafted to provide precision, efficiency, and safety, enhancing productivity in demanding work environments. Klein's commitment to quality and continuous improvement is evident in their ergonomic designs and use of high-grade materials, ensuring longevity and ease of use. Ideal for professional electricians, contractors, and DIY enthusiasts, Klein Tools are not just tools, but trusted companions that meet the challenges of electrical, HVAC, construction, and telecommunications work.
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                Denver Location

      
          
            
          
          
            
            315 Vallejo Street

Denver, CO 80223
          

      

      
          
            
          
          
            
            800-876-2325
          

      


            Gypsum Location

      
          
            
          
          
            
            780 Highway 6

Gypsum, CO 81637
          

      

      
          
            
          
          
            
            800-441-1785
          

      


          

      
          
            
          
          
             
            internetsales@wylaco.com
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							With their expertise in the YETI product and brand, Wylaco Supply provides a one stop shop experience for customers looking for their YETI needs. They carry everything from the products core to our brand all the way to our newest of new in innovation. You can find all your YETI needs on their new website. Give them a call today and their team will make sure to help you get what you are looking for!
						

										
										
						
							Meg Hudgeons
						
						
							Independent Sales Account Manager, YETI
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco has been a great partner in the Colorado market supporting multiple product lines.  They are not afraid to stock product at their two locations to ensure same day customer demand.  If you value customer service, I highly recommend sourcing industrial supplies from Wylaco Supply.
						

										
										
						
							Kirk Hein
						
						
							Mountain Borders Associates
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco Supply has been the primary DeWALT supplier in the Colorado market for over 20 years. Wylaco has helped DeWALT launch all new products such as power tools, accessories and hand tools throughout Colorado and via the web. They are a true partner to DeWALT and are able to work directly with us on a day to day basis to solve any customer's needs. Look for all the latest products in store or at Wylaco.com.
						

										
										
						
							Phillip Chilimindris
						
						
							DeWALT
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco.com is a great resource for our landscape construction business. A wide variety of tools and equipment are required to get the job done efficiently; therefore, we lean on the website often for help finding what we need quickly. With the huge inventory at Wylaco, it's tough not to find what you're looking for. The prices are always competitive and I know they will deliver in a timely manner once called upon. We highly value the relationship with Wylaco.com
						

										
										
						
							Kris Nylander
						
						
							Alpine Gardens
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco Supply has been instrumental in building the YETI presence in the industrial supply market. Customers across the country can find premium categories: coolers, drinkware and gear offered by YETI on wylaco.com. Colorado customers can also find the newest products available in the Denver and Gypsum locations. Make sure to check out the new wylaco.com to fill all of your company and personal gear needs.
						

										
										
						
							Shane Smuin
						
						
							YETI Coolers
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							WYLACO Supply has been serving customers in their community and across the country for over 50 years. WYLACO Supply has one of the largest inventory of GREENLEE Electrical and RIDGID Mechanical tools in stock and ready to ship at a moments notice. Just last week our Territory Manager in New York was in a mission critical situation and needed a part. WYLACO Supply had the part they needed to finish the job. WYLACO Supply is Family Owned and Operated and it shows in the care they give to their customers in Denver and Gypsum.
						

										
										
						
							Rachel Webb
						
						
							Rachel Webb, EMERSON Professional Tools
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco Supply has been an excellent distributor partner for Main & Gamble Marketing online and across the Rocky Mountain Region!  

Their partnership approach with manufacturers has always been appreciated and their dedication to service, support and inventory is second to none.

With a focus on having all the inventory the customer needs when they need it, Wylaco has consistently worked to maintain stock on the key products from our manufacturers(Ames/Keson/Fein and more) while always being open to support new innovative ideas and solutions as they come to market.

Thank you Wylaco and all your staff for the more than 30 years of partnership!
						

										
										
						
							Troy Main
						
						
							Owner, Main & Gamble Marketing
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